
Critical technology theory and practice. Critique and analysis of technology.  
Production and creativity with digital tools. This class is a core requirement for the Digital 
Humanities Specialization, but you do not need to be in the specialization to take the class. 
 
Digital tools, technologies, and spaces have, in many ways, radically transformed how  
humanities scholars do their work. In other ways, however, digital tools, technologies, spaces 
haven’t yet had much of an impact. In this class, we’re going to explore the ways in which 
digital tools, technologies, and spaces have changed our current intellectual, professional,  
and personal landscapes. We’re going to do so from two directions:

First, we’re going to read about, explore, research, analyze, argue about, and critique the  
ways in which digital tools, technologies, and spaces have transformed (and are continually 
transforming) work in the humanities.

Second, we’re going to create, design, craft, mash, mix, and produce using digital tools,  
technologies, and spaces, and reflect on the ways in which such practices enhance, inform,  
or change our relationship to the humanities.

course learning objectives: 

Become more be thoughtful, critical, and reflective users of digital tools,  
technologies, and spaces.

Explore different digital tools, technologies, and spaces so that we can choose  
the best technology to facilitate our work and the situation in which we are working.

Employ the use of various forms to deliver your work i.e. web pages,  
slideshows, digital movies, and other multimodal, multimedia work.

Practice communicating through writing and engaging visual elements (text, graphics, 
sound, still, and moving images), revising, and editing using digital tools, technologies,  
and spaces.

Understand that all technologies are complex, socially situated, and  
political tools through which humans act and make meaning.

material expectations: 

There is a schedule for the course so you will know what we are doing in class  
ahead of time. Do come to class prepared to work in the CE computer lab on the  
days designated as work days. If you have your own laptop, please bring it to class  
on the days we will be working on assignments. You are responsible for organizing  
and storing your current digital files consider using a flash drive, hard-drive, ipod,  
dropbox, etc. 

required online participation: We will be using schoology as our course site, please 
sign up and join the class using access code: 8GFWP-RQRPQ

All information pertaining to this course will be available through schoology.  
Assignments, readings, and lectures will be available on the site. We will also use this 
as a forum for online discussion, your participation in the class room and online is key. 
 
 

rebecca tegtmeyer
assistant professor, graphic design
dept. art, art history, & design
tegtmey2@msu.edu 
office location: kresge 26c 
office hours: t / th 11–12 pm
or by appointment

total credits: 3 

final exam time:
dec. 11, wednesday
3:00 pm– 5:00 pm
043 kresge 
 

“Digital humanities refers to new modes  
of scholarship and institutional units for  
collaborative, transdisciplinary, and  
computationally engaged research,  
teaching, and publication.”
digital humanities, burdick, drucker,  
lunenfeld, presner, and schnapp
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grades: 
The most important factors leading to a good grade in this course are consistent  
attendance and intellectual effort. Feel free to speak with me if at any time during the 
semester you are concerned about your grade. You will receive a grade at mid-term for 
your participation (which can go up or down during the second half of the semester).

Although I use the following letter to number formula to calculate grades, final grades 
will be assessed on a 4.0 scale:

assessment: 
With regards to assessment, the following is for your reference:

Excellent/Strong (3.5–4.0)
evidences excellent/strong critical analysis skills and a deep understanding of  principles 
of tools as applied to digital humanities; only very few minor editorial adjustments needed 
in documents; shows leadership, keen engagement, in-depth understanding (and, at times, 
insight); excellent team work; evidences thorough content knowledge, research, and 
preparedness

Good (2.5–3.4)
evidences adequate/acceptable critical analysis skills and a basic understanding of  principles 
of tools as applied to digital humanities; several minor editorial adjustments needed in 
documents; shows generally effective engagement, willingness to participate, and team work

Acceptable (1.5–2.4)
evidences less than adequate critical analysis skills and/or difficulties understanding 
of principles of tools as applied to digital humanities; major editorial problems in 
documents; inadequate or inconsistent engagement, participation, and team work

Poor (< 1.5)
evidences significant problems in terms of critical analysis and/or writing ability and/or 
major misunderstanding of principles of tools as applied to digital humanities; shows lack 
of willingness to engage or participate, often absent and/or tardy, not full participating or 
ineffective as a team member

late projects: 
I do not accept late work. All projects, along with the deliverables that pertain to that 
project, are due on the date that is communicated and in the condition that is request-
ed. Successful time management throughout the semester is your responsibility as a 
student. If you have a compelling reason why you cannot turn in your work on time, you must 
speak with me before it is due to discuss your options. Know that these options will include a 
deduction of points. No exceptions, including technology failures.
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points:
1000–960=A
950–910=A/B
900–860=B
850–810=B/C
800–760=C
750–710=C/D
700–660=D

percentage:  
100–96 = A
95–91=A/B
90–86=B
85–81=B/C
80–76=C
75–71=C/D
70–66=D 

grade:
4.0–3.7=A
3.6–3.1=A/B
3.0–2.7=B
2.6–2.1=B/C
2.0–1.7=C
1.6–1.1=C/D
1.0–.7 = D

total points: 1000 
a1: dh case study—100 pts
a2: news map—100 pts
p1: digital you—200 pts
p2: transmedia node —200 pts
p3: digital movie—200 pts
a3: course reflection—100 pts
participation—100 pts
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attendance:  
Attendance is mandatory. Missing a class will adversely affect your grade. If you are 
absent–for whatever reason–you are responsible for any missed material and should 
be prepared for the next class meeting. You are allowed to miss two classes; your final 
grade will be lowered .3 for every absence thereafter. When there is a “work in class” 
day scheduled, that still means you must come to class and work (not at home). 

These two permitted absences allow for emergencies, illness, and holiday observation 
not covered by MSU’s schedule. Entering class more than 5 minutes late three times 
will also equal an absence. If you require assistance, please contact the university  
Ombudsman (517.353.8830).

participation: 
In order to earn a solid participation grade, you must come prepared to class by  
completing all of the readings and project work due on a given day, be an active part 
of our discussions (in class and online), bring your assigned readings to class, and 
work cooperatively with your colleagues. Turn your cellphone off and do not use your 
technology to surf the web, check your FB status, or tweet (unless, of course, I have 
directed you to do so as part of a class assignment). One of the most important ways 
you can participate is by asking thoughtful questions and endeavoring to thoughtfully 
answer the questions posed in class.

special needs statement:
If you are eligible for academic accommodations because you have a documented 
disability that will impact your work in this class, please speak with me privately after 
class or email me as soon as possible to schedule an appointment with me to discuss 
your needs. In order for this accommodation to take place, you must also contact the 
Resource Center for Persons with Disability.

academic honesty:
Plagiarism is a form of academic misconduct at MSU, and the consequences for  
plagiarism are severe. In this class, anyone who plagiarizes automatically fails the 
assignment. If you are uncertain about the use of certain material (ideas, text, image, 
design, code, etc.) in your work, please ask me well before the due date of your project. 
An exact definition of plagiarism is found in the General Student Regulations in Section 
1.01 of the Protection of Scholarship and Grades: “The principles of truth and honesty 
are fundamental to the educational process and the academic integrity of the Univer-
sity; therefore, no student shall claim or submit the academic work of another as one’s 
own.” For more information on plagiarism, see the Ombudsman’s page.

originality in image, design and code:
In this course, you are encouraged to look at sample media on the web and elsewhere 
as you develop your projects and learn the various mediums. However, I expect that 
your final projects, including any images, sound or video will be your own. When you 
do use media elements from other sources, there must be an indication of that some-
where, somehow in your project. We’ll talk about savvy ways to do that. Copyrighted 
media are, of course, forbidden in your final projects unless you have obtained written 
permission to use them. Bottom line: If you plagiarize, you will be caught.

about this syllabus:
This syllabus is subject to change throughout the semester based on student needs 
and agreed to by the Professor. When updates, additions, or subtractions are made, 
reference to these changes will be discussed in class and/or on the class blog. Special 
thanks to Dànielle Nicole DeVoss and Liza Potts (WRAC) for providing this syllabus.



Objectives
—Educate your peers and I about a digital humanities project that you find online.
—Elaborate on the project’s impact and relevance to the humanities.
—Outline aspects of the project that are working and other aspects that are not.

Constraints
—Must be a project outside of MSU and the project must be related to your  
    particular field of study.
—You can work individually, or you may work collaboratively with one other person.

Deliverables
—3–5 minute visual presentation posted and presented via and online resource  
    of your choice.
—Post the link to your presentation via our course site prior to your  
    presentation time.

Objectives
—Relfect thoughtfully and critically on a current news item in technology that     
    relates to the topics we are exploring in class.
—Document a broad to specific overview of the news item, displaying the various     
    online contexts through which the news item is revealed.
—Annotate your explanation of how the piece applies or expands to what we’re    
    been reading and discussing in class.
—Express your personal opinion of the new item and share any discoveries you    
    found along the way.
—Practice the use of mapping as a method for understanding and building  
    on knowledge.

Constraints
—Your newsmap must show visuals, connections, and annotations.
—Document at least 5 different resources.
—You can work individually, or you may work collaboratively with one other person.

Deliverables
—A visual map created in Illustrator or other program of your choice 
   (smallest pt size is 10 points, overall size is up to you).
—Present the map to the class digitally.
—Post your map on our course site prior to class time.

a1: dh case study—100 pts

a2: news map—100 pts
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Objectives
—Reflect on your interests, experiences, and goals as a digital humanist by  
    constructing your own digital autobiography through various lens.
—Construct a timeline about your experiences with digital technology and spaces,      
    capture all moments that you can recall (earliest to recent) and give a date range.
—Document, in detail, your experiences and interactions with technology  
    in a given day.
—Write about one way in which a digital tool, technology, or space has affected you  
    as a person, student, and/or citizen. 
—Share your story through the media and medium of your choice.

Constraints
—Must follow order of assigned prompts, this project is meant to be done in  
    sequential steps.
—Obviously, this is an individual project.

Deliverables
—You can choose the medium and media that best facilitate your story 
    i.e. PowerPoint presentation, report, web site, audio essay, interactive narrative,  
    blog, traditional essay, movie, digital poster, etc. Be creative and unique!

Objectives
—Explore and trace transmediation across multiple systems i.e. Twitter, Flickr,  
    Instagram, and YouTube; researching on the library databases; and perhaps  
    conducting some primary source research (e.g., conducting interviews or crafting      
    surveys).
—Present your analysis of transmediation through a published node on our  
    course website.
—Practice the use of design and visual elements to communicate and navigate  
    information.

Constraints
—Select a single piece of media and to follow it across spaces and iterations.
—Your analysis should include an introduction to the media piece; a summary and      
    analysis of related media pieces; a discussion of what this case can tell us about   
    transmediation; and links to examples, other materials, and/or citations, images  
    and design elements.
—This is an individual project.

Deliverables
—Site diagram to show a plan for interaction and navigation of information.
—A website node with clear navigation and multiple links to information.

p1: digital you—200 pts

p2: transmedia node—200 pts
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Objectives
—Create a digital public service announcement (PSA) that focuses on exploring a  
    digital humanities issue or articulates the importance of digital work in the  
    humanities.
—Introduce the issue or topic, provide compelling evidence as to why it is an important    
    issue or topic, point toward some implications of not addressing the issue, and close     
    with a set of recommendations for the audience to consider or actions for the  
    audience to take.
—Synthesize typography, images, audio, video, transitions, and animation elements into    
    a compelling narrative.
—Practice the process methods in place to create a digital movie.

Constraints
—Your movies will be no longer than 3 minutes.
—This is a collaborative project (3 per team).

Deliverables
—Proposal and storyboards as a means to plan for your movie.
—720 X 480 landscape, 29.97 frames per second , no longer than 3 minutes.
—Post the completed video to youtube or vimeo BEFORE class time
—Personal reflection on the process (details to come).

Objectives
—Prepare a brief reflective piece, in which you critically approach and consider the     
    work we’ve done this semester and how it will impact your future directions.
—Review the course overview and course goals (found in the syllabus), and reflect    
    appropriately on what you have learned, explored, and accomplished over this  
    past semester.
—Choose the digital tool/medium appropriate for delivering your reflection.

Constraints
—If you were to write a traditional essay, aim for 3 pages, double-spaced, 12 pt.,  
   otherwise no constraints. 

Deliverables
—Form of delivery is up to you.

p3: digital movie—200 pts

a3: course reflection—100 pts
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project in class readings

week 1    aug 29 : th

 
week 2    sept 3 : t
 

 sept 5 : th
 

week 3  sept 10 : t

 sept 12 : th

week 4  sept 17 : t

 sept 19 : th

week 5  sept 24 : t

 sept 26 : th
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120 linton

120 linton

ce

ce

120 linton

120 linton

120 linton

120 linton

120 linton

Introduction and Welcome
1. Thinking about the digi-
tal humanities 
Assign A1A1: DH Case Study

A2: News map

P1: Digital YOU

Carr “Is Google making us stupid?”
Rich “Online, R U Really Reading?”

Gurak “Cyberliteracy”
Prensky “Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants”
“English Studies and Digital Literacy”

Bilgil “History of the Internet”
Pew “Internet: The mainstreaming of online life”
Anderson & Wolff “The Web is dead. Long live the 
Internet”

WIDE Research Collective, “How We Should Teach 
Digital Writing”

2. Digital literacy 
Brainstorm issues in news
Assign A2

4. Best Practices in design
work in class on A2

6. Our technological 
histories 
Assign P1

7. DH Project overview 
Worst presentations  
in class assignment

Visual Des. Presentation
DH Case Study Presentations

DH Case Study Presentations
Share ideas for P1: YOU

3. Mapping and Diagramming 
Workshop: Illustrator
work in class on A2

DUE A2: News map  
5. Searching and evaluating 
the web

course schedule is subject to change



week 6  oct 1 : t

 
 oct 3 : th 

week 7    oct 8 : t

 
 oct 10 : th

week 8    oct 15 : t
 

midterm      oct 17 : th

 
week 9  oct 22 : t

 oct 24 : th

week 10  oct 29 : t

 oct 31 : th
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ce

120 linton

ce

ce

120 linton

120 linton

ce

120 linton

ce

course schedule is subject to change

NO CLASS
Rebecca @ Conference

DUE: P2: Transmedia 
Website

Assign P3

DUE P1: Digital YOU

8. Transmedia
Assign P2
Inclass assignment: 
dropmark collection of 
examples

Workshop: Websites  
work in class

work in class

9. Exploring social media

work in class on website

Henry Jenkins, Chapter 3, Searching for the 
Origami Unicorn
DeMartino, Why Transmedia is catching on

DUE P1: Digital YOU  

P2: Transmedia Node

DUE: P2: Transmedia 
Website

P3: Digital Movie

P1: Digital YOU

Martin “Trendspotting: Social Networking”
Cavazza “Social Media Landscape”
Chan “Social Media: Paradigm Shift?”
boyd “Race and Social Network Sites”



week 11  nov 5 : t

 nov 7 : th 

week 12  nov 12 : t
 

 nov 14 : th 

week 13    nov 19 : t

 
 nov 21 : th

week 14    nov 26 : t
 
 

week 15  dec 3 : t

 dec 5 : th

final  dec 10 : t
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120 linton

120 linton

ce

ce

120 linton

120 linton

DUE A3: Course Reflection 
posted by 3:00 PM
Not meeting during  
final time

DUE P3: Digital Movie
Movie Screenings

NO CLASS 
Rebecca @ Conference

10. Understanding Digital  
Intellectual Property
Thinking about Mash-Ups, 
Remix, Remediation

P3: Review Proposals  
& Scripts

Review Storyboards

Work in class
movie draft review/feedback

Work in class
movie draft review/feedback

Work in class
movie draft review/feedback

NO CLASS 
Rebecca @ Conference

course schedule is subject to change

Aoki, Boyle, & Jenkins from Bound by Law 
Lessig “RW (Read/Write) Revived” from Remix
normative “The Evolution of Remix Culture”
Ferguson, Kirby “Everything is a Remix” 

P3: Digital Movie

A3: Course  
Reflection

project in class readings


